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Natural Convection: Definition
I Fluid motion induced by small local density differences
I Density differences caused by:
I Local temperature differences
I Compositional changes
I The Boussinesq approximation is used to simplify
modelling
I Free convection
I Difference in inertia is negligible
I Difference in the local mass is only appreaciable in order to induce
motion
I Therefore, density is only constant in the continuity and momemtum
equations with the exception of the gravity term
I Limit density difference of 1%
I Only applicable to the body force term
I Time steady range of convection cells
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al. 2006, Physics of Fluids 18, 038101.
Blue Surface: Isothermal Surface
Grey Surface: Adiabatic Surface
Remaining boundaries are periodic
Fluid: Water of Pr ≈ 7
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